An image is a symbolic representation; people interpret an image and associate semantics with it based on their subjective perceptions, which involves the user's knowledge, cultural background, personal feelings and so on. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems must be able to interact with users and discover the current user's information needs. An interactive search paradigm that has been developed for image retrieval is machine learning with a user-in-the-loop, guided by relevance feedback, which refers to the notion of relevance of the individual image based on the current user's subjective judgment. Relevance feedback serves as an information carrier to convey the user's information needs / preferences to the retrieval system. This chapter not only provides the fundamentals of CBIR systems and relevance feedback for understanding and incorporating relevance feedback into CBIR systems, but also discusses several approaches to analyzing and learning relevance feedback.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth in the amount of digital images has highlighted the importance of effective retrieval approaches in order to facilitate the searching and browsing of large image databases. Although the design of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems is based on the nature of the underlying images and the system's purposes, one of the common purposes of all image retrieval systems is to satisfy human information needs and support human activities in an efficient and effective way.
The development of an image retrieval system has to take human factors into account.
Among human factors, subjective perception is one of the most challenging issues. 2 An image is a symbolic representation; people interpret an image and associate semantics with it based on their subjective perceptions, which involves the user's knowledge, cultural background, personal feelings and so on (Jaimes, 2006b ).
An important assumption in image retrieval is that each user's information need is different and time varying (Zhou & Huang, 2003) . This assumption indicates that humans exhibiting subjective perceptions when interpreting images can be classified as different information seekers or same information seekers (Jaimes, 2006a) . Different information seekers normally have different interpretations for the same image based on their individual perceptions. As a result, when different information seekers provide the same query example, they will have different satisfactory degrees for the same search results; even the same information seekers have different subjective perceptions as time evolves.
Another challenging issue arises from the difference between two descriptions of an object by high-level semantics and representations of low-level pixel data (Liu, Zhang, Lu, & Ma, 2007; Vasconcelos, 2007) . The difference, known as the semantic gap, exists because low-level features are more easily computed in the system design process, but high-level queries are used as the starting point of the retrieval process. The semantic gap involves not only the conversion between low-level features and high-level semantics, but also the understanding of contextual meaning of the query involving human knowledge and emotion. Figure 1 shows that visual similarity mismatches human similarity judgments, resulting in a semantic gap between the user and the CBIR system. The "riding bicycle" query contains color gradients and two circular shapes that might guide a CBIR system, which utilizes shape and color as features for discriminating images, to associate it with objects, such as earphones, glasses, binoculars and two coins, with similar low-level features.
However, the user actually looks for "riding bicycle" images, correlating the query example with high-level semantic context. To compensate for the vagueness of subjective human perceptions, image retrieval systems must be able to interact with users and discover the current user's information needs. Due to the vagueness of subjective human perceptions, a retrieval system cannot adopt a fixed clustering structure to deal with the problem. An interactive search paradigm that has been developed for image retrieval is machine learning with a user-in-the-loop, i.e. in the search process users will be required to interact with the system in an iterative loop. The interactive search process is guided by relevance feedback, which refers to the notion of the relevance of the individual images based on the current user's subjective judgment. Relevance feedback serves as an information carrier to convey the user's information needs to the retrieval system.
For a given query, the retrieval system returns initial results based on predefined criteria. Then, the user is required to identify the positive and/or negative examples by labeling those which are relevant and/or irrelevant to the query. A retrieval system can employ this relevance information to construct a better sketch and use it to provide better results to this user (Ortega-Binderberger & Mehrotra, 2003) .
Relevance feedback plays a more vital role in image-based search than in text-based search. This is because the features derived from images are more complex than the keywords used for text-based searches. As a result, in image-based search users cannot easily modify the features of the query example whereas in text-based search users can directly modify their query formulation, thereby making relevance feedback an indispensable function in image retrieval.
The main purpose of this chapter is to disseminate the knowledge of relevance feedback in content-based image retrieval and to attract greater interest from various research communities to rapidly advance research in this field. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the background information on image representation, content-based image retrieval and relevance feedback. Section 3 describes current challenges. Section 4 indicates fundamental requirements for implementing a relevance feedback function in image retrieval systems. A content-based mammogram retrieval system is taken as an example to illustrate the approach to learning relevance feedback in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the major approaches to analyzing and learning relevance feedback in image retrieval. Section 7 discusses some future research issues. The last section concludes this chapter.
BACKGROUND
To enable content-based image retrieval, images are described by a set of proper features, which may be general features or specific features. General features refer to common properties most images possess, such as color, shape, and texture, while specific features refer to those features definded for describing specific properties in certain images. Let a set of features In addition to extracting a set of features describing the contents of the images, a feature normalization process and a feasible distance metrics are required to measure similarity between images in the database. The purpose of normalization is to make all features possess an equal emphasis so that no single feature can dominate the results of similarity measure unless a weighting scheme is applied. One of the feature normalization methods is Gaussian normalization, which is expressed as To measure image similarity, a general method is to represent each feature set as a point in a multi-dimensional feature space and then to calculate the distances between the multi-dimensional points. Although Euclidean metrics is the most common metrics used to measure the distance between two points in multi-dimensional feature space, it does not always reflect human perceived similarity for some applications.
Thus, a number of metrics (Feng, Siu, & Zhang, 2003) , such as Mahalanobis distance, cosine distance, and proportional transportation distance, have been proposed for various applications. In image retrieval, distance is usually defined in the range [0, 1] with 0 denoting perfect similarity and 1 complete dissimilarity.
A typical content-based image retrieval system consists of an offline database construction and an online image retrieval parts as shown in Figure 2 . The offline database construction part is intended to ensure high efficiency by extracting a feature set for each of the images in the database in an offline manner and storing the feature set along with its corresponding image in the database so that when a query image is presented to the system, the system does not have to perform online feature extraction on each database image.
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Figure 2: The typical architecture of an image retrieval system.
To access the database, the user initiates the online image retrieval process by providing a query image as input, and then the system starts with extracting the features from the query image. Afterwards, the system measures the similarity between the feature set of the query image and those of the images stored in the database. Finally, the system ranks the relevance based on the similarity and returns the results to the user. The process is called the initial search for a given query. If the user is not satisfied with the initial search results, the user can conduct a relevance feedback stage. The user provides relevance feedback to the retrieval system in order to obtain better search results. The issues with regards to the design of the relevance feedback function and approaches applied for analyzing feedback data will be described in the following two sections. Three specific characteristics of relevance feedback, which differentiate it from other applications of machine learning, formulate challenges in learning relevance feedback . 1) A small quantity of training data: The number of images labeled by the user is usually very small compared to the total number of images in the database. The number of training examples that can be used to investigate the user's information needs depends on the user's patience and willingness to cooperate. In general, the training examples provided by the user are less than 20 at each round of relevance feedback (Zhou & Huang, 2003) . Many data analysis and machine learning theories are founded on the assumption that the amount of training data is more than the number of low-level features, and the amount of training data is unlimited. In reality, the amount of training data in a relevance feedback session is often smaller than the number of low-level features extracted to represent an image. Hence, some data analysis and machine learning approaches may not completely applicable to relevance feedback;
CHALLENGES IN RELEVANCE FEEDBACK
2) A large asymmetry in training classes: The number of positive examples is usually far more than that of negative examples provided in the relevance feedback process. As the set of training data lacks symmetrical proportion in the ratio of the number of the target class to the number of non-target classes, the boundary of the training classes is likely to skew more toward the target class, thereby affecting the correction of classification.
3) Real time requirement: Since relevance feedback is a real-time interactive process, the user has to wait for the completion of the learning approach. A search session may take several relevance feedback rounds until the user is satisfied with the result, so a short response time is required.
DESIGN OF RELEVANCE FEEDBACK FUNCTION
There are four fundamental requirements for implementing a relevance feedback function in an image retrieval system:
The feature descriptors used for representing the candidate images should contain useful features to discriminate between the relevant or irrelevant examples (Crucianu, Ferecatu, & Boujemaa, 2004) .
When searching for a specific image, if images in the database have been displayed to the users for evaluating their relevance to the query at this relevance feedback session, those images should not be shown again. All images will be eventually displayed once if the relevance feedback session is not terminated (Laaksonen, Koskela, Laakso, & Oja, 2001 ).
When treating relevance feedback as a classification problem, images used for relevance feedback should be labeled as "relevant" or "irrelevant" to the current query example. Since training data is analyzed by finding the correlation among labeled images, it is not allowed to provide only one image or only irrelevant images as the training data (Laaksonen et al., 2001 ).
The system should have a learning mechanism to update the degree of similarity for all candidate images after obtaining the user's relevance feedback. As mentioned in Section 3, since the number of images identified as relevant/ irrelevant is smaller than the size of image population in the database, to alleviate the problem of small training set, it is desirable to involve all images identified as relevant / irrelevant since the relevance feedback session starts. Accordingly, as more images are labeled as relevant or irrelevant, the system has an increasing amount of data available to predict the user's target image or class (Laaksonen et al., 2001) .
Relevance feedback in an interactive search process is obtained using an interactive interface. A user-friendly interface is a prerequisite to an interactive search. This interface not only displays the search results, but also provides an interactive mechanism to communicate with the user and convey relevance feedback.
The means of obtaining relevance feedback usually fall into the following modes:
Binary choice: In this type of systems, the system always return only two images Once the user provides the relevance feedback to the system, the feedback examples need to be denoted as different semantic labels. Denoting feedback examples involves the choice of the learning approach and the ways of obtaining relevance feedback. For example, as a probability method is applied for inferring the user's target images from the relevance feedback under the "positive, neutral, and negative examples" mode. The feedbacks can be denoted as the different numeric values given by the following interpretation: positive = 1, neutral = 0.5 and negative = 0. The main advantage of this denotation is that the range of the numeric values corresponds to the measure space of probability. Therefore, as the probability measure function is performed, the resulting value interprets the probability of belonging to the positive class.
LEARNING APPROACHES TO RELEVANCE FEEDBACK
The approach used for learning relevance feedback is seen as the main factor that affects the refined retrieval results. This section will review various approaches, including the query point movement approach, the re-weighting approach, and the classification approach.
Query Point Movement Approach
With this approach it is assumed that there exists several images which completely convey the intentions of the user, and high-level concept of those images has been modeled in low-level feature space (Su, Zhang, Li, & Ma, 2003; Kushki, Androutsos, Plataniotis, & Venetsanopoulos, 2004) . The query point movement approach is to move the point of the query toward the region of the feature space that contains the desired images. The development of query point movement approach was based on classic Rocchio algorithm, which was originally developed to improve the effectiveness of information retrieval system (Rocchio, 1971) 
where α , β , γ are weight parameters, 
Re-weighting Approach
The idea of the re-weighting approach is to adjust the weights assigned to each feature or modify the similarity measure (Rui, Huang, & Mehrotra, 1998) , i.e. giving more important features larger weights, and less important features smaller weights.
A direct way to implement the idea is to exploit statistical properties of data distribution in feature space or user's relevance judgment for training examples.
When a given feature i f is able to effectively represent a characteristic the relevant images have in common, the spread of the feature always concentrates on a specific area of the feature space. When this is not the case, i.e. when the feature has a widespread distribution, the feature is unlikely to be a discriminative descriptor for the set of relevant image set . As a result, the inverse of the standard deviation D 
Classification Approach
The classification approach regards the image retrieval task as a dichotomous classification problem, that is, one where the whole image set is classified into a positive set and a negative set. Those that belong to the positive class are considered as more similar images than those in the negative class. However, the actual goal of image retrieval is to measure the relevance degree of each single image to a query example, rather than classify images into different categories. A similarity measure needs to be included in order to rank the images in the search results.
Due to the fact that positive examples are typically clustered in certain areas in the feature space and the negative examples spread wide, Huang & Zhou (2001) defined learning from relevance feedback as a biased classification problem, where an uncertain number of classes is assumed but the user is only interested in one of them.
The desired class can be separated by biased discriminant analysis and kernel-based nonlinear functions. Several methods based on support vector machines (Chen, Zhou, & Huang, 2001; Hoi, Chan, Huang, Lyu, & King, 2004) have been proposed to deal with the relevance feedback problem.
Probabilistic Estimation Approach
The approach assumes that each candidate image at each search session is associated with the estimated probabilities ( ) P I D + ∈ and . Images with the highest probabilities to the query example are deemed as the most relevant images to a given query. The Bayesian probabilistic approach has been applied in many studies for learning relevance feedback (Zhang, Qian, Li, & Zhang, 2003; . The image retrieval problem can also be formulated as a task of probability density estimation. Suppose a CBIR system collects a set of positive example images and applies parametric density estimation, the task is to estimate the probability density of the relevant images, which is expressed as
, where θ contains the parameters of the distribution. The Gaussian mixture model and the expectation-maximization algorithm have been proposed for solving the relevance feedback problem (Meilhac & Nastar, 1999) .
AN EXAMPLE
A content-based mammogram retrieval application is taken as an example of approaches to learning relevance feedback. The system uses a typical system architecture for image retrieval as shown in Figure 2 . As mammograms usually contain a rich variety of information, including breast tissues, fat, and other noise, a total of 14 geometric and textural features were used to describe the mammogram contents. Those features are separately used in two different layers: geometric layer and textural layer.
At the relevance feedback stage the task of the system is to learn user's relevance feedback, which are formed from user's subjective judgment on returned images. The proposed approach firstly collects relevance feedback as the training data, which is regarded as two different data sets. The first set includes the geometric features and the second set includes the texture features. The two sets of training data are then used to develop their individual probabilistic models. Training data is firstly transformed into the high-dimension feature space and then support vector machines (SVM) is applied to find the decision boundary/hyperplane that separates the data into two classes: relevant (1) and irrelevant (-1). Next, the probabilistic model is built to enable individual images to obtain their a-posteriori P(class=1|image features). The parameters of the model are adapted to give the best probability outputs by minimization the cross-entropy error (Platt, 1999) . As the probabilistic models are built for the training data, all of the database images are fitted into the model so that the probability of membership can be obtained for each image in the database. As two different feature layers are used to develop their individual probabilistic model, each image can obtain two different probabilities for a different feature layer. The final probability that an image belongs to the relevant class will be obtained by multiplying these two probability rates. As mentioned earlier, at the initial search stage where no relevance feedback is involved, the similarity between any two images is measured by the mathematical distance of two points in the multidimensional system using a distance metrics. At the relevance feedback stage, image similarity is completely based on the probability estimation. The detailed process is described in the following subsections. 
Support Vector Machines
Suppose a set of training data belonging to two separate classes are given as , where {( , ), 1 || || , 2 w subject to (6) (( ) ) 1, 1,..., .
The problem of obtaining the minimum of Equation (6) can be transformed to its dual problem, which is obtaining the conditional extremum of a Lagrangian Function. (Burges, 1998) can be used to obtain the conditional extremum of Equation (8) by solving its Partial Differential Equation (PDE). The conditional extremum is the corresponding minimum of Equation (6).
To nonlinearly separate data, SVM maps the input data into a higher dimensional space through an underlying nonlinear mapping ( ) Φ ⋅ and then finds an optimal hyperplane in the feature space. However, the computation of ( ( ) ( ))
⋅Φ is intractable to work directly in the feature space. To circumvent the problem, the function ( , )
⋅Φ is applied to yield the inner products in feature space. Any function that satisfies Mercer's conditions can perform the implicit mapping. The kernel function is used to avoid explicitly computing features . Φ Therefore, the optimal α * can be obtained by the following equation f are the desired output and the actual output of SVM of data element , respectively. In the binary class case, the output of the whole training data set is sigmoid, and can be interpreted as the probability of class 1. The logistic likelihood produces the cross-entropy error
which represents the negative log likelihood. To apply the output of SVM for logistic regression, is transformed into the probabilistic value with , which is transformed from
The parametric model proposed in (Platt, 1999) can fit the posterior .
The a-posteriori probability of the class membership is computed using two 
where is the gradient of defined as, 
Since represents a given value to variable V in the function , Equation (14) can be substituted by
The minimum of the function ( ) G V ∆ is given when its derivative .
where determines the step size toward the next point. The optimal parameter set can be obtained as
Therefore, Equation (14) can be used to compute the a-posteriori probability of the class membership for each image in the database.
i P
The advantage of the proposed approach is twofold: one is that this approach takes advantage of SVM's characteristics to effectively classify the training data into relevant and irrelevant classes; the other is that the probabilistic model can fulfill the logistic regression, which is a mathematical modeling approach that can be used to describe the relationship of real-valued independent variables to a dichotomously dependent variable. As a result, values of image feature can be converted into probability rate, indicating the likelihood of class membership.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In performance evaluation the four cases of relevant and irrelevant items that are retrieved and not retrieved are tabulated in Table 1 . The most common evaluation measures used in CBIR are precision and recall, which often are presented as a precision versus recall graph. Precision is the ratio of the number of relevant images retrieved to the total number images retrieved while recall P R is the number of relevant images retrieved to the total number of relevant images stored in the database. Precision and recall P R are expressed using the following formulas: 
In addition to precision and recall, a set of measures used in the TERC benchmark include the evaluation and effectiveness and efficiency (Muller, Muller, Squire, Marchand-Maillet, & Pun, 2001 ). These measures, as explained below, are proposed to compare systems based on the same image databases, and use the same queries and the same ground truth database.
is the ratio of the total number of images in the database to the number of relevant images for each of the query tasks. The ratio is expressed as 
is the time the system takes to perform a query. t
where i R is the rank at which the relevant image is found, is the collection size and the number of relevant images for a given query. ( (0.5)) P R (100) R A CBIR system collects relevance feedback based on the users' relevance judgments on the initial search result. To show the system's self-adaptability to users' information needs, the initial search result and the refined search results of the first relevance feedback rounds can be compared with the same measures aforementioned. The same measures can be used for comparing the performance among different CBIR systems. It is noted that, to make those measures comparable, it is presumed that the same image databases and the same queries are used.
FUTURE RESEARCH ISSUES
Although incorporating relevance feedback for image retrieval has been an active research field and reasonable progress has been made in past years, many research issues remain open. This section will address some of the issues on the future research agenda.
The Optimal Dispensing Strategy
When searching a large image database for specific images, generally more than one round of user interaction is needed. It is important to select the optimal set of images at each round of asking for the user's feedback so that the total number of iterations required to reach the target image is minimized. An optimal dispensing strategy is required to provide a set of refined results at each round. However, the dispensing strategy has two conflicting goals during each feedback round (Ferecatu, Crucinu, & Boujemaa, 2004) . The dispensing strategy has to provide as many relevant images as possible in the shortest time, but also has to investigate images of unknown relevance to the query example to reduce a maximal amount of uncertainty with regards to the target image. An optimal dispensing strategy can maximize the two conflicting goals.
The Use of Negative Examples
There are two schools of thought with regard to the use of negative examples.
One school thinks that positive examples cluster in a certain way, but negative examples usually are not clustered together because all positive examples are alike and every negative example is different in its own way ).
Assigning all negative examples to one class may mislead the learning algorithm, thereby damaging the robustness in performance, especially when the size of the training sample is small. The other school investigated the use of negative examples and indicated that the negative examples are useful in reducing false positives (i.e. irrelevant images that are retrieved) and false negatives (relevant images that are not found) (Kherfi, Ziou, & Bernardi, 2003) . Another work reported that the significant improvements were made in the first four rounds using both positive and negative examples, whereas the major improvement occurred in the first round using only positive examples (Muller, Muller, Marchand-Maillet, Pun, & Squire, 2000) . Hence, this needs more investigation to provide more evidence for this issue.
Long-Term Learning
Long-term learning involves a user's memory and target search (i.e. looking for a specific image). The user's information need, deduced from the user's relevance feedback in an earlier query session, is used to improve the retrieval performance of later searches. Since information is not accumulated for use in different sessions, even if the user searches for a specific image they viewed before, they still have to go through the same relevance feedback process to find that image. Therefore, a long-term learning algorithm is required in order to accumulate the user's search information and utilize it to shorten the retrieval time and the relevance feedback process during future query sessions.
CONCLUSIONS
Content-based image retrieval systems not only require low-level visual features to effectively capture the image content, but also need to provide the maximal support to bridge the semantic gap between low-level features and human perceptions. An interactive search paradigm that has been developed for image retrieval is introducing relevance feedback into the retrieval loop for continuous learning of users' intentions.
Embedding a relevance feedback function into an image retrieval system requires the integration of useful low-level feature extraction, effective learning of high-level semantics and user interface design. It is expected that reasonable progress in relevance feedback will make content-based image retrieval systems more intelligent, thus enhancing their performance.
